MILITARY SECRET PROGRAM PRESENTED BY IGOR PROKOPENKO; RECEPTION GOOD; FIGURES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM • A VIDEO OF THE PROGRAM SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM FBIS/VSDB BY CALLING WITHIN 30 DAYS OF BROADCAST DATE.

[FBIS LOG]
1. #3# HEADLINES OVER VIDEO.
2. #155 OVER VIDEO OF VARIOUS INTERNET PAGES PRESENTER GIVES THEIR BRIEF CONTENTS.
3. #41# ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION FROM RUSSIAN INTELLIGENCE SOURCES, CHECHEN REBEL RINGOLEADERS ARE COMPLETING FORMATION OF A SPECIAL SABOTAGE UNIT TO FIGHT AGAINST ISRAEL. PRESENTER SPEAKS ABOUT COMBAT CAPACITY OF THE ISRAELI ARMY OVER VIDEO OF TROOPS AND MILITARY HARDWARE. ISRAELI MILITARY ATTACHE IN MOSCOW (EAVIEZER SEGALL), SPEAKS TO CAMERA IN HEBREW ABOUT DUTIES OF ISRAELI RESERVISTS LIVING ABROAD.
4. #834 ADS.
5. #100# ALMOST 100,000 RUSSIAN SERVICEMEN ARE FIGHTING IN CHECHNYA NOW.
VIDEO REPORT SHOWS RUSSIAN TROOPS AND MILITARY HARDWARE, STREETS OF OROZNY, A LIEUTENANT-COLONEL SPEAKING ABOUT HIS LIFE.
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6. 1515 FORMER INTERIOR MINISTER, NOW STATE DUMA MEMBER, ANATOLIY KULIKOV, SPEAKS TO CAMERA ABOUT HIS DISMISSAL IN 1998, COMPLAINS THAT THE DRAFT LAW ON FIGHTING CORRUPTION HAS NEVER BEEN ADOPTED.

7. 1720 ADS.

8. 1945 PRESENTER COMMENTS ON ALLEGED CONTACTS BY RUSSIAN AND AMERICAN PILOTS WITH UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS. HE IS SHOWN STANDING ON THE ROOF OF THE RENTV BUILDING AND POINTING AT AN UFO IN THE SKY ABOVE MOSCOW. THE SCENE TURNS OUT TO BE STAGED BY A RENTV CREW. RUSSIAN AIR FORCE COL-GEN NIKOLAY ANTOSHKIN TALKS TO CAMERA ABOUT HIS PAST EXPERIENCE WITH UFOS. VIDEO SHOWS ARCHIVE PICTURES AND DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE UFOS.

9. 2935 END OF PROGRAMME.
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